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Introduction
The chosen internship for the master Statistical Science had as main focus improving the R package quint
1.0 (Dusseldorp et al., 2013). This is a package for performing analyses with the QUalit,ative lNteraction
Trees (QIJINT) rnethod (Dusseldorp & van Mecheler,2O14; Dusseldorp et aÌ.,2015). The internship was
carried out at the Social Sciences Facuìty of Leiden University under supervision of Dr. Elise Dusseldorp.
Secondary tasks of the internship comprised of performing consulLing sessions for master strtdents of this
faculty who are working on their rnaster thesis research. A short description of the QUINT rnethod wilì
foÌlow as introduction for the internship report.

QUINT is an unsupervised learning method based on recursive partitioning. It tries to find qualitative
treatment-subgroup interactíons in randomized controlled trial (RCT) data. Qiralitative iuteractions regard
subgroups of patients for whorn ole treatnreut A works better than B and subgroups ftrr wholn treatt¡rent B
works better than A. Wiihin QUINT a final subgroup can be distinguished for whom the treatment does not
matter. Thesc subgroups are referred to Pl, P2 and P3 respectively. QUINT grov¡s a binary tree with which
it colstructs the arrangement of subjects into the stbgroup classes. TÌre input rnodel for QUINT comprises
a continuous outcome variable, a treatment variable with two categories and a set of (baseline) variables.
The lattcr set of variables incltde derrographic variables and moderator variables measured at baseline
(i.e., patient characteristics). Partitiorrirrg is dorre with spliitirg variables, their optimai thresholds and the
partitioning criterion C. C should reflect the strength of a treatment-subgroup interaction given a certain
variable and its best split point. C is determined by the difference in treatment outcome for treatments A and
B within subgroups P1 and P2 and the number of patients in P1 and P2. With small values of either or both
of these measures the procedure cannot deduce a treatment-subgroup interaction of practical significance.
The splitting variable with split poirrt is chosen if it rrr¿rxirnizes C over ail other split point possibilities. These
three elements comprise an 'optimal tripet'. The split is only allowed when the partitioning criterion C found
for the next step exceeds C of the cnrrent step. QUINT stops when this optimal triplet is not found, a larger
C value for a next step cannot be found or wherr a maxirnum rrurrrber of leaves (i.e., tree size) is reached. The
end nodes (i.e., the leaves) represent a number of patients per treatment group from the data set assigned to
the subgroups Pl, P2 or P3. The amonnt of patients per treatment grorip, the difference in treatment effect
and corresponding standard error is givcrr as leaf ilrforrnation as well. The tree can be used for assignirrg
treatments to patients based on the partitioning variables and corresponding split points. The analysis might
also generate new hypotheses for follow-up research. Pnrning of a QUINT tree to an optimal size is done
bascd orr a bias correction procedure using bootstrap sarnpìes. (Dusseìdorp & van Mechelen, 2014; Dusseldorp
et al., 2015).

Site Description
The iuternship was done at the Methodology & Statistics departrnerrt of the Faculty of Social Sciettces (FSW)
from Leiden University. Hence this site is an academic environment. The staff mainly inciudes researchers,
teachers and teaching assistants. The (researchers of thc) department is/are specialised in statistical methods
includirrg e.g., ÍMRI or high dinrensional data analysis, rnultidirnensional scalirrg or unfoldirrg, psychorrretrics
and various statistical learning methods. The research is mainly focussed on applications within psychology.
The department is also in charge the statistics courses for the Bachelor track Psychologv and the Master
track speciaiisation Methodology and Statistics in Psychology. Some researchers are guest lecturers at the
mathematical institute fbr the Statistical Science Master track. The teaching staff is quite big and ranges
fronr stnderrts assisting with work groups to people workirig full-time as university teachers. Firtherrnore the
department has some employees who program their methods for IBM SPSS.

Overall the FSW has more students and employees. A major difference is that this faculty has its own
statistics department, while the Nlathematical lnstitute does not have this. There are also many other
departrnelts withirr the FSW where of coursc a lot of research for various discipliles within social sciences is
carried out. A big difference between the Methodology & Statistics department in which the internship was
done and the Mathematical Institute is that statistics research done at this department is more focussed on
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a spccific area of application, in this cas€ psychology. Also I have noticed that nrany people are cspccially
appointed for teaching as their main jobs while in e.g., Statistical Science all teachers had to teach aside
of their own work or research. Furthermore the FSW offers more services to its students, such a,s career
courrsclling or the 'scriptieAtelier' to help students who are writing their thesis. The ScriptieAtelier includes
various services fbr students: it offers desks or work places besides the Ìibrary, but it is also possible to
receiving help on literature search, statistical counselling or other general help for writing a thesis. At
the MathernaticaÌ Institute however students oftcrr have to work independently. For rne it was good to do
an internship in the social sciences building to experience working in a different setting with a different
atmosphere and to get in t,ouch with all kinds of new people working on something else to what I was tsed l;o.

Performed tasks during internship
Primary activities
The rnairr goal of the interrrship was to írnprovc versiorr 1.0 of the R-package quint for the method QUINT
and upload it to CRAN. The package has been upgraded to version 1.2. The most important differences
between versions 1.0 and I.2 are. the ability to support categorical variables with more than two levels, the
possibiÌity to make predictions on (uew) data with a quint object arrd addition of a functiort which estirnates
the bias of a (pruned) QUINT tree, from which the generalizability of the tree can be deduced. Previously
ihe QUINT method only supported mrmerical variables or dichotomoris categorical variables. Moreover the
prediction and validation procedures were orrly described in papers (e.g. Dusseldorp & vau Mcchelen, 2014;
Formanoy et al., submitted) and available in the internal package version 1.1 but there were no functions for
these procedures avaiiable yet for users. Besides these major changes there were some bugs in version 1.0
that needed repairirig arrd options for output display of thc quint objects to be elaborated.

The first week cornprised reading literature on recursive trees and the method QUINT. The literature
included the main reference book on Classification and Regression Tlees (CART; Breiman et al., 1984) and a
technical description of the QUINT algorithm/method inclnding a simulation study assessing its performance
(Dusseldorp & van Mechelen, 2014). Also sorne papers focussilg nrore orì the application of QUINT were
studied, such as a paper on the usage of the R package QUINT on data from a randomized controlled trial
(Dusseldorp et al., 2015) and a QUINT analysis explanation specifically aimed at psychologists (Doove et
al., 2015). The References section contains a cornplete overview of all literature. This period also included
experimenting with version 1.0 of the QUINT package. For example, the analysis of the Dusseldorp et al.
(2015) on breast cancer recovery patients was repiicated. These data were also analysed with CART using the
rpart package (Thenreau et al., 2015), following an analysis procedure described in Faraway (2006). This was
done to compare how the two different decision tree procedures are analysed in R. Another more theoretical
reason to apply two rnethods on the same data set was to make a comparison between the algorithms,
regarding pararneters arrd criteria used for growing the tree, to cornpare the usage of the functions in R or to
compare the output and interpretation of grown trees.
The focus of the second week was on the construction of R packages in general. This included reading a book
on R packages (Wickham, 2015) and experirnenting with examples from this book. Wickham describes in his
book how an R package car¡ be rnade with the package devtools (Wickharn & Chang, 2015). An exantple
R package with code from a previous course was built as a preparation for (re)building the existing quint
package (which was previously built with the package. skeletonO function).

In the third week the quint package was (re)constructed with the existin¡ç furrctiorrs. Also the first versions
of new or improved (i.e., adjusted to support categorical variables) functions for this package were embedded.
Some files were arranged in a slightly different way within the package such that related (sub)functions were
clustered together. The help files of the old package were copied so the rnain functions could l¡e exported to
to the NAMESPACE. Then this package version was built in R to prepare for testing.
During the two subsequent weeks the contents of the R package were tested, debugged and adjusted where
necessary. An overview of all changes and scripts with analyses is given in the Appendix (sections A and
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B). First arralyses by Dusseldorp et al. (2015) were reproduced to check whether the all embedded adjusted
functions of the package functioned properly. Although most runs produced (almost) identical results a few
functions had some bugs. Some debugging procedures were performed to overcome these minor problems. To
colrfirm wllcther the rnethod could support categorical data with rnore than two levels the test package was
used to reproduce the analysis on a drug use data set by Doove et al. (2015). Also the model formulas used
for fitting a tree by Doove et al. were adjusted to force [he tree to make splits based on mainly cal;egorical
variables. Most (sub) functions (re)produced the right results, although upon inspcction the output of a
quint object had to be adjusted such that it wouid display the actual split points leveÌs (this was originally
represented by an integer indexing something wil;hin the internal code). Furthermore the plot function had
to be extended to display categorical split levels at the correct branches of the nodes.
In the sixth week the newly introduced validate and predict functions were tested and irnproved. The validate
function has been used in Formanoy et al. (submitted) to analyse data on work stress recovery. This analysis
has been reproduced to inspect the utilization of the function and to check whether it functions properly.
The output objects of the validate function have been shorterred to show by default the rrrost relevartt output.
Furthermore most input arguments are left out, leaving only the input quint object and the number of
bootstrap samples as arguments. This makes the application of the function more user-friendly (i.e., the
user does not have to specify a lot of values). The code has beeu adjusted accordingly to cornpensate for the
deletion of input arguments: most required values are now directly extracted from the ìnput quint object.
The predict function was tested on the breast cancer recovery and dmg use dataset. The predict function has
been adjusted such that it can give two variations orr outputs. The outputs can either be predicted treatmetrt
subgroup classes per patient or the position of the patient within the quint tree (leaf and corresponding node
mrmber). Besides these changes to the valid.ate and predict functions their help files with descriptions and
examples were written fiom scratch.

Final result
The final week constituted of perforrning the firr¿l chccks before uploadirrg the upgraded quint package
to CRAN. A series of checks have been performed in the R console. Also a NEWS fiie was written for
the package to document the changes made for quint 1.2 with respect to version 1.0. Besides these final
preparations the internship report w¿ìs wrítten- On the flnal day of the intemship the package has been
submitted to CRAN and it has been received. The final product can (soon) be downloaded via this link or in
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: https: f f cr an.r- proj ect. org/web/packages/

quint /index.ht ml

Secondary activities
The secondary activities, concerning statistical consulting sessions, will be described in the
sectÍorr below.

Project Example

Project Example
The R package improvement has been quite a large project that took up most time. However this was not the
olly task. The secondary goal of this internship was to practice st¿tistical consulting. As a project exarnple I
would like to summarize the process of the consulting sessions and some (new) topics that were discussed.

As mentioned before the ScriptieAtelier offers more specific help on statistical analyses through consulting
hours for students. One of the employees providing this service on a weekly basis is Dr. Elise Dusseldorp.
Irr one afternoon about three students can conre by for a sessiort f'or 30 or 45 rninutes. In the first three
weeks I observed sessions done by Dr. Dusseldorp and afier three weeks I gradually started leading consulting
sessions myseif togcther with or under supervision of Dr. Drrsseldorp. A session starts by asking the studerú
for a srnall introduction to the research. Sorne questions on detaiÌs rnight follow, regarding e.g., the study
design, outcome variable, predictors, measures or scales of the predictors. Then the student explains his/her
t

problenl, aficr which the help is given. Sornetirnes a student needed sorne advice orr how to arralyse his/her
data. Sometimes the student just needed additional explanation or help with interpretation of analyses
already performed. Analyses were usually done in SPSS. In most cases l,he student got help on more than
just the tnain prob'lem but also with sorne othcr things like cornputilg other supporting statistics, heìp with
diagnostics, demonstration the usage of syntax in SPSS, recoding or centering variables and suggestions for
further analyses. A session usually ended when either the problem was solved or when the time was ltp.
The data of the students mainly concerned randomized (clinical) trials, cohort studies, case-control studies or
surveys. Aithough these types of datasets have been discussed in some Statistical Science coLrrses, I did not
have a lot of experience with most of these dataset types. Furthermore some statistical methods used for
arralysing psychoìogv-related data werc rrot rcally familiar to rne. Ilerrce I sometimes had to prepare a sessiorr
by reading some summaries on these topics. One example of a relatively unfamiliar method encountered
is the MANOVA (multivariate ANOVA). Instead of several separate ANOVA analyses (with a multiple
testing correction) for every outcorne it is possible to test aÌl outcornes at once with this test. The output
is extended to tables summarizing if there is any significant difference between groups given the multiple
outcomes (the multivariate test), a separate ANOVA table summarizing for which outcomes the groups
differ (between-subject effccts) arrd a final table with multiple cornparisorrs of group differenccs per outconre.
Another example of a newly encountered method is hierarchical Ìinear regression. The most important set of
variables is specified in the upper level and its effects on the outcome are computed after correcting for the
rernairiing variables in the lower levels. Furtherllrore I have learned that effect sizes can be used to select
the most relevant interactions or variables in a model with many observations (e.g.,ly' > 10,000) and many
variables. Also I have become more familiar with moderator testing. So not only did the student learn some
new things during the sessions but I did as well.

Acquired and strengthened skills
Among the first things to mention in this section is that I have gained morc knowledge on dccision tree
rnethods. Although the f'ocus w¿ì.s orì QUiNT, I have also studied CART and compared these two rnethods.
The former is an unsupervised learning method and the latter a supervised learning method. Other important
differences between the two algorithms concern their growing or stopping criteria, parameters to be specified,
their prurrirrg algorithrns arrd the irrterpretation of the final trees. Another lew procedure I have leanred about
is bootstrap-based validation (applied in QUINT) for estimating bias as an alternative to cross-validation
(used in e.g., CART) for estimating bias. Furthermore I have compared the way how the input formulas for
these methods shouÌd be specified and how these rnethods can be appiied in R. There was another added
value of studying decision tree algorithms during my internship: it has prepared me to some extent for my
thesìs. This thesis will be with be about CART and Randorn Forests, supervised by Elise Dusseldorp and
Mark Bouts (both frorrr the Social Sciences faculty).

Apart from papers I also learned about QUINT by studying the way it was programmed in the R package
and how it is presented to the user. During the Statistical Science master we have mainly learned about
sorne of the rnathernatics behind statistical rnethods and how rnethods are applied. We have also learned
how to do statistical or mathematical computations in R. But learning how an entire statistical method can
actrrally be programmed \4/as a new experience. It gâve rne a lot of insight in the way a statistical method is
'tlanslated' fì'orn theory to an algorithrn and code.

Obviously generally strengthened and acquired skills of this internship are respectively programming and
constructing R packages. This wili also be a useful skill for in the future, if it ever becomes necessary to
prograrn a (new) method in R to share it with others. Also, I have gained rnore experience witlì debugging
codes and solving problems. I have also learned how to program functions that are used by others in such a
way that the usage is simple and the ontput returned is interpretable. Newly writing the help files for the
two ttew main functions helped rnc learn how to present functions in an understandable way to the user.
Other than learning about decision tree methods and programming methods in R I have gained more knowledge
about analyses of Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) data and treatment effects. Tleatment-subgroup
irlter¿ctiorrs were a relatively urrknowrr corrcept for rne, let alone the distinctiol betweerr quantitative and
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qualitative treatment-subgroup irrteractiorrs. Belore starting this ilternship analyses with RCT d¿ta would
tempt me to focus mainÌy on the overall treatment effect and to conclude whether or not the treatment it is
better than an alternative. Hoì¡/ever inference regarding the treatment effect would then mainly be on the
averages within thc entire group. This rnight nrask thc possibility that the treatment works better or does
not work well at all f'or certain subgroups of pabients. Also I would be less likely to consider whether the
alternative treatment mighb actually benefit some people. QUINT is a tool which could be a usefitl addition
to a straightforward fonnal analysis like e.g., linear rcgression. This would allow for more detailcd irfercnce
and could generate new ideas for future trials.

I certainly regard studying them as a valuable asset,
especially since hardly any research papers are discussed or read during the Statistical Science track. This is
particularly useful for people who are considering a ca,reer in academia. I think this is irlrportant to read
scientific papers as they iink (the applicatioïì of) statistics with scientific disciplines. It helps to develop some
sense of reading, interpreting, reporting alld commlulicating research. Also research papers miglrt inspire to
apply certail statistical methods in future analyses. Moreover learning how to read papers is irrrportant to
understand novel or specific theory, since mainly the basics are taught in lectures. Other than all new theory
studied and programming skills gained I have gained useftl experiences with the statistical consulting sessiolls
regarding for example solvirrg various problems, applying various statistical methods and cornmurricating with
others. Helping with the consultìng sessions has given me the chance to discover research data of yet another
application field, narnely psvchology. I am not really familiar with this area, as I have a background in biology
arrd I did not follow the Psychometrics course. Although I did have sorne experience with psychology-related
data fÏom other Statistical Science courses, this experience has been extended. I have seen various types of
datasets and many kinds of statistical methods as tools for their analyses. Some statistical mcthods were
familiar to me and some v/ere not. These sessions also helped me to listen to students and to reformulate and
understand their problems. The sessions have trained me to solve problems in a relatively short time and to
switch quickly fïorn orre subjcct to the next between sessions. Tlús all had to be done keepirrg in mind that
everything should be explained in such a way that the student understands. One flnal skill strengthened is
having more experience in SPSS. IVIost students from the Social Science faculty are only familiar with this
type of software- As I rnairrly work in R it is irnport¿nt to know rrrorc abont perforrning anaìyses irr SPSS to
stay flexible as a statistical consultant for coming towards the students.
Although it was a necessity to read research papers

Conclusion
My intenrship had a strong focus on programrning in R and constructing R packages. I have becorne more
skilfïl with programming, testing and solving problems in the code. Other than programming it was also
important l;o adapt the new main functions and write l;heir help files in such a way that they are relatively
user-friendly and their output is interpretable. For me personally it was interesting to have an internship
with a relatively strong f'ocus on programming; it was something I enjoyed working on. It was an excellent
way to apply many things I have learned during the programrning courses of the Statisticai Science master.
Besídes these practical assets I have learned about a method with which I hardly had any prior experience.
In the Statistical Learnirrg course decisiorr trees and CART have beerr discussed yet QUINT differs frorn what
I have learned previously about a common tree algorithm like CARIT. Now I have seen how a basic concept
like decision trecs can be extensively altered with the aim of exploring something rrore specific than just
an outcome variable with a set of predictors. Other than studying QUINT with papers I have been able to
study the algorithm in depth by working with the R package. It made me realize that even though the user
only sees the 'surface' of the method ancl function in papers or software, programming au entire statistical
rnethod is really cornplex. Although programrnirrg the rnethod already cornprises a great part of a job in
developing a new method, the a part of the remaining challenges is to tìrink of how to present it to scientists
in e.g., the help files of thc package and in publications.

The statistical consultirrg sessious have bccrr rcally valuable in gaining experiencc with helpirrg people, solving
their problems and to learn about applying statistics in a field of research that was relatively unknown to
me. TÌris internship at the Social Sciences faculty has made me more familiar with ierminology and methods
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applied iu this field of research. It ha;s also sparked my interest in Social Scierrces. My skills irr communicating
statistics has been strengthened, just as being flexible in working with various people or statistical problems
as well as working with different statistical software. I might also enjoy doing a job inctuding some statistical
corrsulting in thc luture.
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